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DePreter: Women of Genesis: Mothers of Power
WOMEN OF GENESIS

Women of Genesis: Mothers of Power
Olivia DePreter
Relegated to the background of the story, women are not often thought of
as the stars of the Biblical narrative. However, if one takes a closer look at these
stories it is the women who, from behind the scenes, are the most active in moving forward the narrative. Considering the biblical narrators were living in a patriarchal society it is not surprising the Genesis stories are frequently considered to
push women to the backseat. Had the narrators made women the focal protagonists of these stories, it is unlikely the Bible would have spread as it did. Sarah and
9LILRHOHYL[^VVM[OLÄYZ[.LULZPZTH[YPHYJOZ)V[OVM[OLZL^VTLUHYL^VTLU
of faith, dedicated to continuing the lineage of the Hebrew people and maintainPUN[OLJV]LUHU[^P[O.VK;OL`^VYR^P[OPU[OLJVUÄULZVMHWH[YPHYJOHSZVJPL[`
[VM\SÄSS^OH[[OL`ILSPL]L[VIL[OLPYJHSSPUNHUK[OL`KV[OPZ[OYV\NO[OL\ZLVM
deceitful and subversive tactics. This use of deception should not be understood
HZPUKPJH[P]LVMH^VTHU»ZUH[\YLI\[PUZ[LHK[OLTL[OVKHTHYNPUHSPaLKWLVWSL
OH]L[VYLZVY[[VPUVYKLY[VZLY]LQ\Z[PJLHUK.VK»ZW\YWVZL;OLHJ[PVUZVM:HYHO
and Rebekah, though seemingly devious, were intended to advance the covenant
and the family.
Characters of beauty and ingenuity, Sarah and Rebekah are loved by their
husbands and specially chosen by God to be the matriarchs of the nation of Israel.
Instead of reading into these characters with modern conceptions of misogyny
we have to consider the context of these stories and, in doing so, we can realize
these women for the strong leaders they were. Highlighted in the text is their role
as mothers and though modern feminists may discredit the importance of this role,
continuing the lineage was the most important role women had during this time.
Children were not just a concern of women but of the entire faith community. Furthermore, Sarah and Rebekah were not just any women; they were chosen to be
NYLH[TH[YPHYJOZILJH\ZLVM[OLPY^PSSWV^LYHUKJVTTP[TLU[[V.VK»ZW\YWVZLZ
despite their marginalized status in a patriarchal society. They provide us with
important models on how to live a life of faith committed to God and family. This
KVLZUV[TLHU[OH[^VTLU[VKH`ZOV\SKILJVUÄULK[V[OLOV\ZLOVSK"OV^L]LY
HZ[OLOV\ZLOVSKPZUVSVUNLY[OLZVJPVLJVUVTPJZWOLYLVMPUÅ\LUJLP[VUJL^HZ
Sarah and Rebekah are not perfect in their faith; both have moments of doubt or
jealousy, but these characteristics are what makes them relatable. These are stories
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of human nature and these are independent, strong willed matriarchs who can
serve as role models today in a society vastly different but also fairly similar.
SARAH’S PLIGHT: THE FIRST MOTHER
;OL ÄYZ[ [PTL [OL YLHKLY PZ PU[YVK\JLK [V :HYHO ^L HYL [VSK ZOL PZ IHYYLU
;OLPUJS\ZPVUVM[OPZPUMVYTH[PVUPZUV[L^VY[O`HZP[OPNOSPNO[Z[OLZPNUPÄJHUJLVM
JOPSKYLUHUKMVYLZOHKV^Z[OLYVSL[OH[IHYYLUULZZ^PSSOH]L[OYV\NOV\[:HYHO»Z
life. When Abraham is called to Egypt, Sarah shares in the dangers of such a jourUL`)LMVYLLU[LYPUN,N`W[(IYHOHT[LSSZ:HYHO¸3VVR0RUV^`V\HYLHILH\[PM\S
^VTHU>OLU[OL,N`W[PHUZZLL`V\[OL`^PSSZH`º;OH[PZOPZ^PML»HUK[OL`^PSS
kill me but leave you alive. Therefore please tell them you are my sister, so that
they may treat me well because of you and spare my life out of regard for you”
(12:11-13). Although a questionable request on the part of Abraham, he does not
demand anything of Sarah but almost seems to plead with her. While not stated in
[OL[L_[P[PZHZZ\TLK[OH[ZOLHNYLLZ[V[OPZWSHUHZZOLPZ[HRLUPU[V[OL7OHYHVO»Z
OV\ZLOVSK;OLIPISPJHSUHYYH[VY»ZJOVPJL[VL_JS\KLOLYYLZWVUZL[V(IYHOHT»Z
request can be understood to maintain an air of patriarchal authority. However,
perhaps understanding the threat to her husband she agrees to this plan out of
her love for Abraham suggesting a more equal relationship than one in which,
out of pure subordination, she is forced to feign her status as his wife. While she
could have been left with the Pharaoh and Abraham could leave with his amassed
^LHS[O.VKPUÅPJ[ZWSHN\LZVU7OHYHVOILJH\ZLVM:HYHO;OPZZ\NNLZ[Z[OH[.VK
is not only protecting Abraham but Sarah as well. Abraham could easily have
taken another wife but the fact that God protects Sarah implies her importance.
She is just as important in maintaining the covenant as is Abraham and is similarly
WYV[LJ[LK/LYMHP[OPZHSTVZ[TVYLL]PKLU[[OHU(IYHOHT»ZPU[OPZZJLUL>HY`
that the Egyptians will kill him, Abraham surrenders his wife. If Abraham maintains
faith in God why would he even suggest putting his wife in danger? Conceivably
Sarah agrees to his pleading out of her own faith that God would protect her. In the
end, neither Abraham nor Sarah are punished for their seemingly immoral actions
but instead blessed with an array of wealth, evidence of their favor with God and
:HYHO»Z]PY[\VZP[`)SLKZ[LPU0[ZLLTZ[OH[P[PZUV[Q\Z[(IYHOHTI\[:HYHO
too, who is in covenant with and protected by God.
Although God promises Abraham offspring of his own, it is Sarah not Abraham who suggests Abraham take on another wife after years without a child. This
Z\NNLZ[Z[OH[(IYHOHT^HZJVUÄKLU[[OH[:HYHO^HZ[VIL[OLVUL[OYV\NO^OVT
he gains an heir as he knew she was barren yet remained faithful to her. Abraham
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“abstains from sowing seed with another wife because of his faithful love of Sarai”
2HZZ0[PZ:HYHO^OVÄUHSS`[HRLZ[OLTH[[LYPU[VOLYV^UOHUKZNP]PUNOLY
ZSH]LNPYS/HNHY[V(IYHOHTHZHZLJVUK^PML:HYHOZ[H[LZ¸3PZ[LUUV^:PUJL
@HO^LOOHZRLW[TLMYVTOH]PUNJOPSKYLUNV[VT`ZSH]LNPYS7LYOHWZ0ZOHSSNL[
children through her” (16:2). This seems more like a demand than a request, and
the fact that Abraham listens to her suggests a more equal relationship than is often
proposed. At a time when polygamy was common, Abraham could have easily
taken another wife or surrogate mother after so many years without children, but
he remains faithful to Sarah. It is not until her own request that he takes on another
wife. While Hagar does conceive and give birth to Ishmael, it is not he who is to
continue the covenant. Though he had not made it explicit before, in the covenant
God makes with Abraham, he states that Sarah will bear a son, Isaac, who shall
maintain the covenant. Thus Abraham is not the only parent important in the continuation of the covenant for he already has a son who, though blessed, is not to
PUOLYP[[OLJV]LUHU[0[PZ:HYHO»ZZVU^OVPZ[VILHY[OLJV]LUHU[/LY`LHYZVM
barrenness were not a challenge to her status or her authority as a woman but a
test of her faith in God.
0U[OLJV]LUHU[.VKUV[VUS`WYVTPZLZ:HYHOHJOPSKI\[JOHUNLZ(IYHT»Z
name to Abraham and Sarai to Sarah. This naming implies a special bond between
each of them and God as well as the spiritual progression of both Abraham and
:HYHO¸;OLHJ[VMUHTPUNZPNUPÄLZHYLJVNUP[PVUVMPKLU[P[`HULUKV^TLU[VMUL^
LZZLUJLHUKILPUNHUKP[Z\NNLZ[Z[OLUHTLY»ZH\[OVYP[`¹-\JOZ;OLUHTL
:HYHOP[ZLSMPZZPNUPÄJHU[HZP[¸PZ[OLMLTPUPULMVYTVMZHYTLHUPUNY\SLY¹)SLKstein 416). Although the dialogue is only between Abraham and God, Sarah is not
devoid of an identity or purpose. God blesses her and states that just as Abraham
“will become the father of many nations” (17:5) so too will Sarah “become nations: kings of people will issue from her” (17:16). This covenant does not forget
[OLZWLJPHSZ[H[\ZVM^VTLUHUK[OLJLU[YHSP[`VM^VTLU[V[OLM\SÄSSTLU[VM[OL
covenant. Sarah too “stands in special relation to God, who will bless her with
fruitfulness” (Kass 315). When God again foretells the birth of Isaac to Abraham
at the Oak of Mamre, Sarah is standing outside the tent listening. When she hears
she is to give birth, her response is natural as a woman well past childbearing age,
she laughs in disbelief. God asks why she laughed stating, “Nothing is impossible
MVY@HO^LO¹!.VK»ZYVSLPU[OLJVUJLW[PVUVM0ZHHJPZ[O\ZOPNOSPNO[LKHZ
well as is his commitment to his promises as Sarah does conceive in her old age
and birth a son.
Faith and doubt often go together. Although she has been promised a son she
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remains doubtful now that she is old in age. However it is her age that makes the
birth of Isaac so miraculous, and it is her doubt that makes her faith that much
Z[YVUNLY\WVU[OLM\SÄSSTLU[VM[OLWYVTPZL([OPZIPY[OZOLL_JSHPTZ¸.VKOHZ
given me cause to laugh! All who hear about this will laugh with me! She added:
>OVL]LY^V\SKOH]L[VSK(IYHOHT[OH[:HYHO^V\SKU\YZLJOPSKYLU@L[0OH]L
borne a son in his old age” (21:6-7). This exclamation is evidence of her awe at the
greatness of God and her commitment to him who blessed her with a child of the
JV]LUHU[/LYSVUNZ[H[LVMIHYYLUULZZKLZWP[L.VK»ZWYVTPZL[OH[ZOL^V\SKILHY
a son is one of the great tests of faith that Sarah must endure. Her barrenness is
JVU[PU\HSS`Z[YLZZLKI`[OLIPISPJHSUHYYH[VY[LZ[PTVU`[VOV^ZPNUPÄJHU[[OPZ^HZ
at a time when lineage was extremely important. Just as the patriarchs of this early
community face a number of tests and trials at the hands of God, so too do the
TH[YPHYJOZ(Z)SLKZ[LPUZ[H[LZ¸0U[OLMV\UKPUNVM[OLWLVWSL0ZYHLS:HYHO»Z[YPHSZ
^LYLHZZL]LYLHZ(IYHOHT»Z¹0U[OPZSVUNZ[Y\NNSLZOLSLHYUZ[OL\USPTP[LK
power of God, providing her with child when she is well past childbearing age.
After she bears her own son, Sarah instructs Abraham to drive out Hagar and
Ishmael as she wants Isaac alone to gain the inheritance. Abraham appears distressed at her request, suggesting that he is unsure of what to do and that while he
KVLZUV[^HU[[VKVP[OLJHUUV[YLHKPS`JOHSSLUNL:HYHO»ZPUZ[Y\J[PVUZ¸,]LUPM
she is acting simply out of jealous love for her own, Sarah intuits that the proper
VYKLYPUN VM [OLPY OV\ZLOVSK MVY [OL M\SÄSSTLU[ VM [OLPY WHYLU[HS [HZR ^P[OPU [OL
covenant requires the banishment of Hagar the Egyptian and her son, Ishmael”
(Kass 290). Sarah exhibits her power, and perhaps some natural jealousy, when
ZOLVYKLYZ/HNHYHUK/HNHY»ZZVUSLH]L[OLOV\ZLOVSK.VKZ[LWZPUHUKHMÄYTZ[V
Abraham, “Do not distress yourself on account of the boy and your slave-girl. Do
whatever Sarah says, for Isaac is the one through whom your name will be carried
on” (21:12). The fact that God intervenes on the side of Sarah further legitimizes
OLYHJ[PVUZHUKOLYPUÅ\LUJL(IYHOHT¸HJJLW[Z[OLºY\SL»VMOPZ^PML"OLLZ[HISPZOLZ[OLYPNO[VYKLYVMOPZOV\ZLOVSK¯/LMVY[OLÄYZ[[PTLYH[PÄLZI`OPZKLLKZ
the meaning of his marriage” (Kass 290). While Sarah may appear demanding,
and perhaps unreasonable, it is telling that God instructs Abraham to listen to her.
While living within a patriarchal society she maintains a voice of authority. She appears as a strong willed woman determined to uphold her status by sending away
the woman who had tried to usurp her standing with Abraham. She makes sure
[OH[P[PZOLYZVU[OLZVU^OV.VKWYVTPZLK[OLJV]LUHU[^OVPUOLYP[Z(IYHOHT»Z
blessing and continues the covenant.
:HYHO»ZYVSLPU[OLOPZ[VY`VM[OL0ZYHLSP[LWLVWSLPZUV[PUZPNUPÄJHU[
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As Bledstein states: Entering the harem of Pharaoh, she is determined
to keep Abraham alive. While barren, she nevertheless succeeds in
presenting Abraham with an offspring through Hagar, her servant. In
HUN\PZOV]LY/HNHY»ZZ\IZLX\LU[PUZVSLUJL:HYHOJHSSZV\[[OH[@/=/
ILOLYQ\KNL:\JOHYLOLY[YPHSZ¯-HP[OPU@/=/LUHISLK^VTHUUV
less than her partner, to meet trials and to make choices affecting her
destiny and that of the Hebrew people. (417)
Sarah is a strong willed woman whose faith is tested just as was that of the
WH[YPHYJOZ;OLIPISPJHSUHYYH[VYPUJS\KLZ:HYHO»ZHNLH[[OL[PTLVMOLYKLH[OH
hundred and twenty seven. Similar to the patriarchs she lived an incredibly long
life and the inclusion of her death suggests the importance she maintained in this
narrative (Deen 15). Abraham mourns her at her funeral, suggestive of his great
affection for her. Theirs was a marriage of great love and so too a level of equality
and union that seems required of a proper marriage; one in which they love one
another but devote themselves to God. She was not just any woman but a woman
VM[OLJV]LUHU[KLKPJH[LK[V(IYHOHTHUK.VK¸:HYHO»ZSPML^HZVULJVU[PU\V\Z
[YPHSVMOLYMHP[OPU.VK»ZWYVTPZL[OH[ZOL^HZ[VIL[OLTV[OLYVMUH[PVUZ;OYV\NO
this trial she emerged as a woman of power” (Deen 8).
While Sarah is not as developed as the character of Abraham, or given as
much dialogue which is indicative of the patriarchal system at work, she evolves as
a character who “plays a crucial role in the birth of the people of Israel” (Jeansonne
30). Despite the fact that her voice is often omitted from the text, it is evident that
:HYHOPZHUPTWVY[HU[ÄN\YL"ZOL^HZZH]LKI`.VKPU,N`W[JVTTHUKPUNPUOLY
relationship with Abraham, and a vital part of the covenant. At the time of the covenant Abraham already has a son through Hagar, however it is not this son who is
[VILHY[OLJV]LUHU[I\[HZVUVM:HYHO»Z;OLIPISPJHSUHYYH[VY[O\ZOPNOSPNO[Z[OH[
P[PZPTWVY[HU[[OH[[OLJV]LUHU[JVU[PU\LZ[OYV\NO:HYHOZWLJPÄJHSS`HUKHZ[OL
narrative progresses it becomes clear that only Sarah can “bear the child of promise” (Trible 282). Her barrenness is a lesson; God teaches this community through
trials and Sarah is taught through her life journey with Abraham (Moyers 203). It is
through many years of doubt and faith that mirrors the struggles of the patriarchs
[OH[:HYHOPZÄUHSS`Z[YLUN[OLULKHUKYL^HYKLK
REBEKAH: COMMITTED TO THE PROMISE
6UJL:HYHOOHZWHZZLKM\SÄSSPUNOLY[HZRHUK(IYHOHTPZHK]HUJLKPUHNL
the future of Israel now rests with Rebekah and Isaac (Jeansonne 55). Rebekah is
[OLÄYZ[MLTHSLVMMZWYPUNTLU[PVULKPU[OLIPISPJHSNLULHSVN`1LHUZVUUL/LY
ÄYZ[HJ[PVUZ^OLU(IYHOHT»ZZLY]HU[HWWYVHJOLZOLYVUOPZQV\YUL`[VÄUK0ZHHJ
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a wife are extremely hospitable: she offers him her pitcher of water, attends to his
camels, and welcomes him into her home. As the next matriarch, the narrator
highlights her gracious and kind nature and, therefore, why she is well suited to
ILHYM\[\YLNLULYH[PVUZVM[OLJV]LUHU[1\Z[HZ[OLÄYZ[KLZJYPW[PVUVM:HYHOPZ[OH[
of her barrenness, the narrator makes it known early on that Rebekah is a virgin,
untouched by man (24:16). It is evident that she is explicitly chosen by God to
marry Isaac as the servant stresses how thankful he is to God for making his journey successful and leading him straight to Rebekah. She is thus presented as the
perfect wife for Isaac and the rightful mother of future carriers of the covenant. It
is through her that the people Israel must continue; just as in the case of Sarah,
the biblical narrator once more highlights the insistence on descent through the
WYVWLYTV[OLY,_\T>OLU(IYHOHT»ZZLY]HU[YLX\LZ[Z[OH[[OL`SLH]L[OL
UL_[KH`[VYL[\YU[V0ZHHJ9LILRHO»ZZPZ[LYZWYV[LZ[OVWPUNZOLJHUZ[H`HUV[OLY
ten days. When they ask Rebekah whether she wants to leave right away she says
she will. As a young girl who has likely never left on such a long journey, her decision is bold. Her independence and trust parallel Abraham “willing to take the
risk of leaving her family and travel to a strange land” (Davidson 230). This risk is
not only a display of her independence but of her dedication and faith in the God
VMOLYO\ZIHUK:OLSLH]LZOLYMH[OLY»ZOV\ZLHUK^P[OP[OLYMH[OLY»ZNVKZ:OLPZ
thus not only generous but an independent and faithful woman.
In contrast to the story of Abraham and Sarah in which Sarah was desperate
for children, in this narrative it is Isaac who prays to God for children. Rebekah
MHJLZ[^LU[``LHYZVMIHYYLUULZZILMVYL.VKOLHYZ0ZHHJ»ZWYH`LYHUK9LILRHO
conceives twins. As she is blessed with children out of prayer, they too have to
YLJVNUPaL[OH[JOPSKYLUHYLHNPM[MYVT.VK2HZZ@HO^LO[HSRZKPYLJ[S`[V
Rebekah stating, “There are two nations in your womb, your issue will be two
rival peoples. One nation will have the mastery of the other, and the elder will
ZLY]L [OL `V\UNLY¹ ! 0[ PZ 9LILJJH UV[ 0ZHHJ ^OV YLJLP]LZ .VK»Z WSHU
for her sons and it is thus she who is bestowed with the task of making sure the
YPNO[ZVUPUOLYP[Z0ZHHJ»ZISLZZPUN1LHUZVUUL>OLU9LILRHOV]LYOLHYZ0ZHHJ
talking to her eldest son, Esau, instructing him to make his favorite dish before
he blesses him, she takes action. Just as Sarah overheard the revelation that her
JOPSKPZ[VM\SÄSS.VK»ZWYVTPZL9LILRHOV]LYOLHYZ0ZHHJ»ZWSHUZ[VISLZZ,ZH\
(Jeansonne 66) and she “pulls strings from behind the scenes” in order to make
Z\YL[OH[OHWWLUZ(ZJORLUHZ`:OLOHKHSYLHK`YLJLP]LK.VK»ZVYHJSL[OH[
OLY`V\UNLYZVU1HJVI^HZ[VY\SLV]LY[OLV[OLYHUKPUHKKP[PVU¸,ZH\»ZZHSL
VMOPZIPY[OYPNO[JVUÄYTZ[OH[OLPZUV[LU[P[SLK[V[OLÄYZ[ISLZZPUN¹1LHUZVUUL
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66). She thus does everything in her power “to ensure that the correct child inOLYP[Z[OL+LP[`»ZWYVTPZL¹:JOULPKLY:OLPUZ[Y\J[Z1HJVI[VML[JO[^VNVH[Z
[VTHRL0ZHHJ»ZMH]VYP[LKPZO>OLUOLYL]LHSZOPZ^VYY`[OH[0ZHHJ^PSSZLUZL[OL
KLJLW[PVUZOLJV]LYZOPZHYTZPU[OLNVH[ZRPU[VTPTPJ,ZH\»ZOHPY`HYTZHUK
KYLZZLZ1HJVIPU,ZH\»ZJSV[OLZ/LYWSHUPZZ\JJLZZM\SHUK0ZHHJTPZ[HRLZ1HJVI
MVY,ZH\HUKWYV]PKLZOPT^P[O[OLÄYZ[ISLZZPUN2HZZKLZJYPILZ9LILRHO»ZJVTmanding and faithful nature:
 0ZHHJ MLLISL HUK ISPUK WSLHKZ MVY H ÄUL KPUULY¯ 9LILRHO LUergetic and sharp-eared, speaks and commands with authority yet is
mindful of the divine. Whereas Isaac speaking to Esau had forgotten
[V TLU[PVU .VK 9LILRHO PU YLWVY[PUN OLY O\ZIHUK»Z ^VYKZ [V 1HJVIPTWYV]LZ[OLTWSHJPUN[OL3VYK»ZUHTLZV[VZWLHRVU0ZHHJ»Z
[VUN\L¶HUKHSZVPU[V1HJVI»ZTPUK¯:VVU[OHURZ[V9LILRHO»ZZ\JJLZZM\SWSV[[PUN0ZHHJ^PSSILZWLHROPZV^UHUK.VK»ZISLZZPUN\WVU
the proper son. But here, even as she embarks on deceiving him, ReILRHO[YPLZ[VLUOHUJL0ZHHJ»ZKPNUP[`HUK1HJVI»ZYLZWLJ[¶IV[OMVY
OPZMH[OLYHUKOPZMH[OLY»Z.VK¶I`PTWYV]PUN\WVU0ZHHJZ»ZWPL[`HUK
sparing him humiliation in the eyes of her son. She also impresses
upon Jacob that the blessing to be given will be given “before the
3VYK¹ 
Rebekah is the protagonist of the story; she sets off the chain of events which
will ensure the right son inherits the covenant. Though her plan employs deception, she remains dedicated to both her family and to God. When Jacob is unsure
about the potential success of the plan, she takes any future curse upon herself.
She is able to convince him to follow through with the plan, and as Jacob becomes
[OLUL_[WH[YPHYJOVM(IYHOHT»ZSPULHNLP[ILJVTLZL]PKLU[[OH[ZOLKPKWPJR[OL
son best suited to be a leader.
>OPSLL_LYJPZPUNMH]VYP[PZTIL[^LLUOLYZVUZZOLKVLZZVPUVYKLY[VM\SÄSS
^OH[ZOLZH^[VIL.VK»ZWSHU2LSS`A\RV^ZRP¸9LILRHOSPRL:HYHOILMVYL
her, was not a headstrong woman with a tendency to cruelty; she was exercising
her authority – the matrilineal prerogative for the transmission of rights to offspring
– while struggling to prevent patriarchal customs from encroaching on her life”
(Teubal as quoted in Bellis 83). She not only ensures that the proper son inherits
0ZHHJ»ZISLZZPUNI\[JVU[PU\LZ[VWYV[LJ[OPTHZZOLZLUKZOPTVUOPZQV\YUL`0U
VYKLY[VWYV[LJ[1HJVIMYVTOPZIYV[OLY»ZYHNLZOLZLUKZOPTH^H`I\[THRLZZ\YL
he is rightly blessed before he sets off telling her husband, “The Hittite women
sicken me to death. If Jacob were to marry a Hittite woman like these, one of the
local women, what would there be left in life for me?” (27:46). Isaac then blesses
Jacob. Rebekah consequently not only ensures that her son is rightly blessed and
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protected by God but that he marries a proper woman with whom he can continue the right lineage. She is adept yet again at carefully selecting her words, and
omitting certain details, so that the men act as they should in order to properly
M\SÄSS[OLJV]LUHU[/LYHJ[PVUZTH`HWWLHY\UMHPYLZWLJPHSS`PMWSHJPUNVULZLSMPU
the shoes of Esau, but her actions are not enacted out of cruelty but in her dedication to the promise (Jeansonne 67).
The fact that neither she nor Jacob are punished for their devious plan is tellPUNVM[OLMHJ[[OH[ZOL^HZPUHJ[\HSP[`M\SÄSSPUN.VK»ZWYVTPZL:OL[HRLZPUP[PH[P]L
in order to guide her husband and her children in the direction she believes to
be right for the future of the people. It is thanks to Rebekah that Isaac commands
Jacob “about whom to marry, a decision critically important to the future of the
JV]LUHU[¹ 2HZZ  9LILRHO [O\Z LTLYNLZ HZ H JVUÄKLU[ HUK HKLW[ ^VTHU
who is adamant about ensuring the rightful son inherits the covenant. While a
powerful woman in the history of Israel, she could not exert her full power as a
woman. Knowing that Isaac may not go along with her plan and that he has the
ÄUHSZH`PU[OLISLZZPUNZOLOHZ[VYLZVY[[V[YPJRLY`PUVYKLY[VHZZLY[OLYWV^LY
0UHWH[YPHYJOHS^VYSKZOLKLÄLZTHSLH\[OVYP[`YLTHPUPUNJVUÄKLU[PUOLYV^U
wisdom (Aschkenasy 165). “The presentation of Rebekah shows that women in Israel were viewed as persons who could make crucial decisions about their futures,
whose prayers were acknowledged, who might know better than men what God
KLZPNULKHUK^OVJV\SKHWWYVWYPH[LS`[HRL[OLZ[LWZULJLZZHY`[VZ\WWVY[.VK»Z
plans for the community” (Jeansonne 69). God entrusted Rebekah with his plan,
L]PKLU[S`JVUÄKLU[PUOLYHIPSP[PLZHUKOLY^PZKVT
KEEN & COMMANDING MATRIARCHS
>VYRPUN^P[OPU[OLJVUÄULZVMHWH[YPHYJOHSMYHTL^VYR:HYHOHUK9LILRHO
each have to resort to some sort of conniving deception or trickery in order to
reach their ends. This should not be understood as a categorization of the nature
of women, for so too are there stories of conniving men in the biblical narrative,
but rather as evidence of the lengths they were willing to go to in order to maintain
their status as women committed to God. As Aschkenasy states:
That women were very often seen as using underhanded, dishonest
TLHUZ[VHJJVTWSPZO[OLPY^PZOLZTH`UV[ULJLZZHYPS`YLÅLJ[[OLTHSL
^YP[LYZ»ZSHU[LK]PL^VMYLHSP[`VY[OLPYIPHZLKJVUJLW[PVUVM[OLMLTHSL
nature. It may be a true representation of realities and times when an
underprivileged group had to resort to devious tactics to offset the
built-in injustice in its legal and social circumstances. At the same
time, treachery, falseness, or even just a circuitous manner of dealing
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with problems should not be seen as congenital, inherent in the feminine nature, but rather as an acquired evil, a device used by women
who were very often barred from decision making, and whose opinion was rarely solicited, even in cases directly involving their own
lives and fate. (162)
;OLYLMVYL:HYHO»ZJVUZWPYHJ`[VNL[YPKVM/HNHYHUK9LILRHO»ZWSHU[VMVVS
her husband so that the right son inherits his blessing are tactics they have to resort
to in order to exert their particular power and accomplish their goals. Sarah and
Rebekah, as part of a disempowered people, have to resort to subversive behavior
PUVYKLY[VHJOPL]L.VK»ZWSHU;OL`OH]L[VNVHNHPUZ[[OLUVYTZVM[OLKVTPUHU[
patriarchal culture in order to reach their ends. “Theirs was not a passive, static
faith but a faith characterized by unswerving determination, boldness, ingenuP[` HUK JYLH[P]P[` ^OPJO LUHISLK [OLT [V THUL\]LY ^P[OPU [OL JVUÄULZ VM HU
oppressive patriarchal and sometimes misogynistic culture” (Kelly-Zukowski 33).
Although members of the dominant culture may view their actions as unfair, it is
[OLZL HJ[PVUZ [OYV\NO ^OPJO [OL THYNPUHSPaLK ^VTLU M\SÄSS [OLPY JHSSPUN;OL`
have to go against societal norms and expectations which do not serve the purposes of God and in this way they may be seen as deceitful and dishonest, however it
is this unswerving dedication which best showcases their faith.
While the Biblical portrayal of women is often criticized for limiting women
to their role as mothers, the importance of lineage during this time cannot be understated; “motherhood is the most exalted female role in the biblical narrative”
-\JOZ¸)LMY\P[M\SHUKT\S[PWS`¹!PZ[OLÄYZ[JVTTHUKVM.VKPU[OL
Book of Genesis, and fertility is always associated with blessing throughout the
Hebrew Bible (Jeansonne 79). Further, “having children was normally not viewed
as a discrete role that precluded or interfered with other social and economic
roles” (Meyers 38). In fact, household domestic chores, which we often devalue
today over corporate jobs, were incredibly important “in a context in which the
family household was the primary economic and social unit” (Meyers 40). For the
communities of ancient Israel “the only way they could see their lives continue
was through the bearing and raising of children. Hence, the childless wife was
impeding not only her husband, but the community as well. The duty to reproduce
^HZZVZ[YVUN[OH[3L]PYH[LTHYYPHNL^HZYLX\PYLKPM[OLO\ZIHUKKPLKILMVYLWYVducing a male heir” (Kelly-Zukowski 31). Jarrell states that women “were used by
men to ensure the continuity of the covenant” (3).
Women, however, are not passive characters in these stories, themselves unconcerned with the continuation of the covenant. Rather, the women are active
in their own right and often more concerned about bearing children than their
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husbands. Exum states that the Genesis matriarchs are “allowed to advance the
plot only insofar as they have important consequences for their sons, the future
WH[YPHYJOZ!LP[OLY[VLUZ\YL[OH[[OLºYPNO[»ZVUILJVTL[OLILHYLYVM[OLWYVTPZL
PLILJVTLº0ZYHLS»HZ:HYHOHUK9LILRHOKVVY[VPUJYLHZL0ZYHLSHZ9HJOLS
3LHOHUK[OLPYTHPKZKVI`ILHYPUN1HJVI[^LS]LZVUZ¶[OL[^LS]L[YPILZVM0Zrael)” (103). This statement underscores the importance of childbearing during this
period. The future of Israel “depends absolutely on the right ordering of the household” and the women are “devoted wholeheartedly to the noble and sacred task
of rearing and perpetuation” (Kass 402). Continuation of lineage was extremely
important in the ancient Middle East. However women in the Bible are more
concerned with their barrenness as, living in a polygamous society, their husbands
could have easily taken on another, fertile, wife and yet they remained committed to their wives (Aschkenasy 81). “If a couple were unable to conceive, the assumption in ancient Israel was that the problem was invariably with the woman”
(Jeansonne 62). Sarah and Rebekah were not thrown aside when they were barren,
evidence that they were important characters in their own right, not just random
women valued for their ability to bear children.
:HYHOHUK9LILRHOHYLLHJOSV]LKI`[OLPYO\ZIHUKZI\[ÄUKKPMÄJ\S[`JVUJLP]PUN,_\TZ[H[LZ¸;OL.LULZPZUHYYH[VYZ\UKLYTPUL[OLJOVZLUTV[OLYZ»PTportance by denying the very thing for which they are so highly valued, their
reproductive ability” (120). However, rather than undermining their identity by
making them barren, as chosen women they, like their husbands, have to face tests
which challenge their faith but through which ultimately they grow in their faith.
The text always assumes that childbearing is the work of God; Sarah and Rebekah
thus experience barrenness as a test of their faith. Sarah and Rebekah are human
ÄN\YLZ^OVL_WLYPLUJLUH[\YHSO\THULTV[PVUZ:PUJLT\JOVM[OLPY^VY[O^HZ
tied up in their reproductive abilities it is not surprising they would do whatever
they could to uphold their worth and become jealous of those capable of bearing
children. Both Sarah and Rebekah do eventually give birth to great nations and
recognize that childbirth is a gift from God. The birth narrative therefore “becomes
H ZWLJPÄJ [`WL VM JVU[YHJ[\HS YLSH[PVUZOPW ^P[OPU [OL /LIYL^ )PISL IL[^LLU H
JOPSKSLZZ^VTHUHUK@HO^LO¹1HYYLSS;OLZ[HUKHYKWYVNYLZZPVUMYVTIHYYLUness to a divine promise of conception to birth of promised son outlined by Jarrell
PZUV[TLHU[[V\UKLYTPUL[OL]HS\LVM^VTLUI\[[VZOV^[OH[¸.VK»ZJV]LUHU[
WLVWSLKVU»[JVTLPU[VILPUNUH[\YHSS`I\[I`MHP[OPU[OLKP]PULWYVTPZLI`ZWLJPHSPU[LY]LU[PVUMYVT[OL3VYK¹+H]PKZVU;OPZWHYHKV_VMIHYYLUULZZHUKH
promised child is meant to:
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Alert us to the precariousness of human birth and the precariousness
of the child once born… Barrenness then, drove home the inestimable
value of these children, with what care they must be raised, how vital
that the right son inherit the birthright, and how indispensable his marriage to a woman who would honor the covenant and wish to continue it – over all of which the matriarchs took great pains. Sometimes
they acted with greater wisdom than did the patriarchs. (Dresner 446)
>OPSL0HNYLL^P[O-\JOZ[OH[¸[OLIPISPJHSTV[OLYÄN\YLZH[[HPUULP[OLY[OL
human nor the literary complexity of their male counterparts” I disagree that “the
WH[YPHYJOHSMYHTL^VYRVM[OLIPISPJHSZ[VY`WYL]LU[Z[OLTV[OLYÄN\YLMYVTILJVTPUNHM\SSÅLKNLKO\THUYVSLTVKLS¹0UMHJ[[OLZL^VTLUJHUIL\UKLYstood as impressive role models, encouraging women to maintain their faith and
calling despite the discouragement of men. While there are many more men than
women mentioned in the bible, those women who are named and have voices
in the Bible are “tough, active, and vocal” (Aschkenasy 161). Sarah and Rebekah
both display their power in their relationships with their husbands and each remains committed in the love they have for both their husband and God. The love
of these couples serves as models of marriage, marriages in which each partner
maintains a level of power. However, as “bearing a child may satisfy the human
KLZPYLMVYPTTVY[HSP[`ºJYLH[PUN»SPMLTH`ZH[PZM`[OLO\THU^PZO[VILHZ.VK¹
(Kass 148). Therefore, instead of immortalizing one another and/or their children,
the role of God in the conception is incredibly important and highlighted in the
various stages of barrenness to conception Sarah and Rebekah experience.
CONCLUSIONS
Even though the women of these stories are portrayed by male narrators we
cannot impose all of our modern understandings of gender roles onto this text. Accordingly, we have to take into consideration the historical context of the Biblical
stories and although we can perhaps never fully understand the impact these stories had on people centuries ago we can draw out the meaning of these stories for
TVKLYUYLHKLYZ[VKH`>OPSL[OLZLZ[VYPLZHYLHIV\[ZWLJPÄJWLVWSLP[PZWLYOHWZ
more important that they are stories about human nature and purpose. The meaning of these stories is not laid out for readers, rather we have to interpret how these
stories are made meaningful to us. The Bible does not have a single point of view
nor can it be interpreted in the same way across different generations. We read the
)PISL[OYV\NOV\YV^UMYHTL^VYRMYVTV\YV^UZWLJPÄJWLYZVUHSJ\S[\YHSSLUZ
Despite the fact that the Bible was written from a male perspective for a
male audience, it does not have to be discredited as a meaningless text to a
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modern female reader. While today feminist scholars often scoff at any sugges[PVU[OH[^VTLU»ZTVZ[PTWVY[HU[[HZRPZJOPSKILHYPUNHUKTV[OLYPUNLHYS`0ZYHLS
esteemed the production of offspring as the primary function in life for both
women and men as it was integral to the proper continuation of the commuUP[`(Z +PHUUL )LYNHU[ Z[H[LZ ¸0[»Z UV[ I` YLWLH[PUN VY YLPU[LYWYL[PUN¯B[OLZL
Z[VYPLZD¯TLHU[MVY[OLHUJPLU[^VYSK[OH[^LÄUKYL]LSH[PVUI\[I`KPZJV]LYPUN
what it means for us” (Moyers 327). Understanding the cultural context means
^L JHU IL[[LY HWWYLJPH[L [OL JLU[YHSP[` VM [OL ^VTHU»Z YVSL PU [OL )PISL HUK
JVUZLX\LU[S`[OH[^VTLUVMMHP[O[VKH`JHUÄUK[OLPYV^UJHSSPUN[OYV\NO[OL
powerful examples of these women.
These observations support the conclusion that although the magnitude of
Sarah and Rebekah may not be immediately apparent, they are central to the
plots and to the establishment of the Biblical community. Further, these women
teach us important lessons on what it means to be human, the nature of human
experience and what it means to be religious. The fact that they remain important
JOHYHJ[LYZPZZPNUPÄJHU[[OL`JV\SKLHJOILYLWSHJLKI`HUV[OLY^VTHUI\[[OL`
are not for their husbands love for them is great. These stories consequently teach
us what constitutes a good marriage and proper faith. While it is important that
they love one another and their children, it seems as if the long stage of barrenness is a lesson against idolatry. The men have to recognize that children are a gift
from God rather than of their wives just as the women have to acknowledge their
lack of power over childbearing. While couples should revere one another, they
have to recognize the ultimate power of God. Their barrenness, then, is a test of
their faith. Sarah and Rebekah experienced doubt but they were also incredibly
determined in their faith and were able to persevere through a sometimes wavering faith in order to make history and ensure the continuation of Hebrew culture
and the covenant with God.
These women were not picked merely because of their ability to produce offspring, for it is God who holds that power, but for their strength and power within
a patriarchal framework. They were as dedicated to the covenant as were the men
and faced tests of faith similar to that of the men. Though their actions may be
understood as deceitful, they devised these tactics in order to serve the purpose
of God, a purpose not served by the norms of the dominant culture. Despite their
marginalization, their unswerving dedication to the covenant allowed them to
WLYZL]LYL [OYV\NO H WH[YPHYJOHS ZVJPL[` PU VYKLY [V ZLY]L Q\Z[PJL HUK M\SÄSS [OLPY
calling. As independent and active women, Sarah and Rebekah can serve as role
models today, encouraging women, and other marginalized groups, to persevere
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in their faith through whatever obstacles they may face and to challenge the status
quo if it is not serving the purpose of God.
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